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Exercise 11   CHECKING THE FUNCTIONALITY  

            OF THE COMBINED BROMIDE  

          ION-SELECTIVE ELECTRODE 

 

 

Theory  

The bromide ion-selective electrode (bromide ISE) – Figure 1 is a membrane electrode 

showing the potential response to bromide anions (Br) in aqueous solutions. It can be used for 

potentiometric titrations of various bromides or for the direct estimation of the concentration of 

free bromide anions in the solution. 

                    
                                                  

Fig. 1  Bromide ISE 

 

The construction of the bromide ISE is analogous to the glass electrode and other membrane 

ion-selective electrodes. It consists from an internal reference electrode (3) immersed in an 

internal solution (2) and the ion-sensitive membrane (1) at the bottom of the ISE. The membrane 

is a contact site between the interior of ISE and ions in the measured solution. We use the 

bromide ISE with the solid membrane, which is a thin pressed plastic disc with the admixture 

of the insoluble salt AgBr. The internal reference is a silver-silver bromide electrode dipped in 

the internal solution of bromide ions (e.g. KBr). The diagram of the used bromide ISE, 

including the measured solution, is the following: 

 

Ag|AgBr|Br-, internal solution|membrane (AgBr)| Br-, measured solution             A  

 

 

The bromide ISE must be combined with a suitable external reference electrode, to complete 

an electrochemical cell for measurements of the cell potential (EMF). The saturated calomel 

electrode is usually used as the reference electrode. 

For the cell diagram, the bromide ISE is on the right hand-side and the external reference 

electrode (REF) on the left-hand side: 
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REF|measured solution, Br-|ISE                                                                                 B 

 

After the accepted convention, the cell potential (E) is equal to the difference between the 

potential EBr of the bromide ISE (to the right) and the potential EREF of the reference electrode 

REF (to the left): 

 

REFBr EEE −= *
                                    (1) 

 

The potential of the cell (E) – according to the scheme B with bromide ISE as measuring 

electrode and saturated calomel electrode as reference electrode can be write as: 
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where 
*E  is potential characteristic quantity for the cell cell (scheme B) with bromide ISE.      

                 It‘s value is relatively constant and, if necessary, it could be found (or excluded  

                 from calculations) by means of standardization.  

             R = 8.314 J K-1 mol-1 is the molar gas constant 

             T  is the thermodynamic temperature, unit K  

             F = 96485 C mol-1 is the Faraday constant 

z  is a charge number of the ion Brz- and a number of electrons in the electrode reaction 

z = -1 

           aBr-  is the activity of the ion Br- in the diluted solutions 

 

 Equation 2 is some analogy of Nernst equation and are valid under assumptions: 

-  other ions are not present in solution 

-  the adsorption and desorption on the membrane of the electrode is ideal and reversible. 

The proper functioning of the Br ISE is checked by standardization of the cell. By this process 

of standardization, the unknown term E* in Equation 2 could be eliminated. According to 

Equation 2 the potential of the cell (E) with Br ISE is a linear function of log aBr
-  with a slope 

(i.e. gradient) calculated according to Equation 3: 
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The values 
F

RT
303.2  for Br ISE as a function of temperature are given in Table 1. 

 

Activity (a) and activity coefficient () of a strong electrolyte 

Potassium bromide (KBr) is a strong electrolyte. In diluted aqueous solutions, it is practically 

completely dissociated into:   

 

       KBr ↔ K+ + Br-     

 

(K+ - is cation and Br-is anion).  Due to the mutual interactions of the ions, the solutions of 

electrolytes behave non-ideally. As a consequence, activities instead of concentrations has to 

be inserted in the thermodynamic equations, like the Nernst equation, for accurate calculations 

of various properties. The thermodynamic activity (ai) of a certain species (i) is in general a 

product of the concentration (ci) and the activity coefficient  (i): 
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iii ca =                                  (4)  

 

For activities (a) of ions K+ and Br- in solution one can write Equation 5: 
 

+++ = 
KK

ca                                 −−− = 
BrBr

ca                                                            (5)                                                 

where +K
a  and  −Br

a are activities of cation and anion 

           +K
c  and  −Br

c are concentrations cation and anion 

             +  and −  are activity coefficients 

 
 

For solutions of electrolytes so called mean activities (a+) and mean activity coefficients (+) 

are used. They are found experimentally or by theoretical calculations. The mean activity 

coefficient of an electrolyte is a geometrical mean of the activity coefficients of the respective 

cations and anions. It is supposed that in the diluted solutions of such electrolytes like KBr, 

activities of cations and anions are practically equal. 

The mean activity (a+) of KBr can be calculated according Equation 6: 

 
 

+===+ −+−+ −+  KBrBrKBrK
cccaaa                                                                    (6) 

 

If:    +K
c = −Br

c = KBrc  

 

The mean activity coefficients (+) of solution can be calculated according Equation 7 (Debye-

Hückel´s limiting law): 

 

Izz
BrK −+−=+ 511.0log                                                                  (7) 

where  +K
z  is charge number of cation [for KBr +K

z = 1] 

             𝑧𝐵𝑟− is charge number of anion [for KBr 𝑧𝐵𝑟−= 1] 

               absolute value 

             I   is ionic strength of solution  

 

The ionic strength (I), of a solution is a function of the concentration of all ions present in 

a solution: 
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where:  ci  – the molar concentration of ion i  (in solution KBr, i = K+  and Br-)  

                         z  – the charge number of that ion (for KBr, i = +1 and -1) 

             – sum  

 
 

Using the mean activity coefficients (+), the activity of Br- ions in solution can be calculated: 

 

+=− KBrBr
ca                                                                               (9) 

 

where  KBrc  = −Br
c  
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Task 

Check the functionality of the combined bromide ISE in the concentration range 0.1 – 0.001 

mol dm-3 KBr by measuring of the cell potentials (EMF) at laboratory temperature. The 

experimentally observed potential gradient of the properly functioning ISE should be close to 

the theoretical value (within several mV). Compare the experimental and theoretical value of 

potential gradient at given temperature.  

 

Equipments and chemicals 

- precision pH- meter  

- combined bromide ion-selective electrode 

- pipettes 10 cm3 

- tube (150 cm3) 

- electromagnetic stirrer 

- burette 

- filtration paper  

- aqueous solutions of KBr, cKBr = 0.1 mol dm-3  and 0.01 mol dm-3  
 

- distilled water 

 
Procedure 

1 Pipette 10 cm3 of the solution KBr (cKBr = 0.1 mol dm-3) into a clean and dry test-tube.   

   Measure the temperature of the solution and write down the value of to the Table 3. 

2 Rrinse the combined Br-ISE with distilled water. Don’t dry it!  Dip the clean electrode (cca   

0.5 cm) in the measured KBr solution, start stirring. 

3 Now the electrochemical cell is prepared for the measurement. In the process of experiment,  

   the KBr solution is gradually diluted with distilled water. Read the cell potential (E) after  

   ca. 10 seconds and write down the value in the Table 3. 

4 The solution of KBr is diluted with water to change its concentration in the process of  

    measurement. Follow the dilution scheme given in the Table 2. After each addition of   

    water, wait for 20 seconds, mix the solution, and read the cell potential (E) from the display  

    of the instrument. Write down the value of (E in mV) at the given concentration to the   

    Table 3. 

5 Repeat the measurement according to the dilution scheme, up to final volume of solution  

    100 ml. With the increasing volume of solution, lift the electrode. Optimally, the electrodes  

    should be immersed 0.5 cm to the solution.  

6  Finishing the first series of the measurements, the tube is again cleaned, dried with the strip   

    of a filter paper and the whole measuring procedure is repeated, filling the tube with 10 cm3  

      of the solution with the initial concentration (cKBr = 0.01 mol dm-3). Change the  

     concentration of the KBr solution following the dilution scheme in Table 2. 

7 Repeat the experiment as in the previous case. Write down the values of (E in mV) for the  

    given concentration to the Table 4.  

8  When the measurements are finished, all the devices should be put in order. 

 

Data treatment 

- Calculate the ionic strength (I) of the solution at each concentration of KBr according to  

   Equation 8. 

- Using Debye-Hückel´s limiting law (Equation 7), calculate the mean activity coefficient   
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   (+) of the corresponding ionic strength of the solution and write it to Table 3 and Table 4.  

- Calculate the activities of Br- ions ( −Br
a ) as a function of concentration, using Equation 9. 

- Calculate the value of log −Br
a . 

- Use MS Excel to plot the dependence E  = f(log −Br
a ) – Figure 2. 

- Fit the experimental points with a linear function and write down its equation. The gradient  
∆ 𝐸

∆ 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑎𝐵𝑟−
 is the slope of the line.  

 

Table 1 Values 
F

RT
303.2 for Br ISE at different temperature 

t [°C] 
F

RT
303.2       [V] 

t [°C] 
F

RT
303.2       [V] 

18 0.0578 22 0.0586 

19 0.0580 23 0.0588 

20 0.5820 24 0.0590 

21 0.0584 25 0.0592 

 

 

Table 2 Scheme of dilution of the measured solutions of KBr         

            V    [ml]                V    [ml]                 
KBrc      [mol dm-3] 

                  -                 10.0                    0.1 

                1.1                 11.1                    0.09 

                1.4                                12.5                    0.08 

                3.1                 15.6                    0.064 

                9.4                  25.0                    0.04 

              15.0                 40.0                    0.025 

              20.0                 60.0                    0.0167 

              20.0                 80.0                    0.0125 

              20.0               100.0                    0.01 

V–volume of added water, V–total volume of solution in tube 

 

Table 3 Measured and calculated values for solution KBr  cKBr = 0.1 mol dm-3 

                  t  = ............°C 

V [ml]  

[mol dm-3] 

E  
[mV] 

I 

[mol dm-3] 

 +  
Br

a −  log
Br

a −  

10 0.1 -108.5 0.1 0.770 0.0770 -1.114 

       .        

       .       

       .       

 

 

 

 

 

 

KBrc
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Table 4 Measured and calculated values for solution KBr  cKBr = 0.01 mol dm-3 

                  t  = ............°C 

V [ml]  

[mol dm-3] 

E  
[mV] 

I 

[mol dm-3] 

 +  
Br

a −  log
Br

a −  

10 0.01 -48.5 0.01 0.889 0.00889 -2.051 

       .        

       .       

       .       

Note: Values in Table 3 and Table 4 have got informative character only 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2  Dependence E  = f(log −Br
a ) to calculate the gradient of the combined Br ISE 

 

Report 

The report must include: 

•Principles of the bromide ISE, its use and the method for checking of its function, definition 

of activity and activity coefficient.  

•Experimental procedure for determination of the potential gradient of the given bromide ISE. 

•Tables with experimental and calculated data.  

•Graph E = f(log −Br
a ), computer results and comparison of the evaluated gradient 

−
Br

aE log/  with the theoretical value at actual laboratory temperature. 

 

 

Manual edited by: RNDr. Alexander Búcsi, PhD., Ing. Jarmila Oremusová, CSc. and prof. 

RNDr. Daniela Uhríková, CSc.   
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